How To Use This Site
BJA Executive Session on Police Leadership lays out a vision of the future and an innovative approach to creating leaders who can build and guide that future. It is a self-development site for individuals and agencies and a resource site for academics, educators and students, police executives and
supervisors, and municipal and community groups who work and serve with police.
For everyone, this walk-through guide helps orient you before you begin to explore the site’s wide
ranging offerings:
1. The welcome video, home page. A quick, essential overview of our multi-year, multi-discipline project. Then, following the video, listen to brief narrated audio comments on the project’s impact.
2. The Story, home page menu bar. The future as we see it is captured in three set-up pages.
• World of the Future. How economic, societal and institutional changes will drive changes in
policing.
• Organization of the Future. How policing will move toward an increasingly integrated model
of municipal- and community-based, co-produced public service.
• Leader of the Future. How the world and organization of the future will demand a new concept of leadership and a new model for developing police leaders, a model based on 21 st century methods and empirically driven evidence of how leaders develop.
3. The Products, accordion right side menus. Products are organized under World, Organization and
Leader of the Future. There is substantial material in a range of formats—short papers, long papers,
videos, discussion tools, cases, dialogues… In addition to core pieces on organization and leaders of
the future, there are specialty pieces such as:
• An eight-part video series on Work of Policing featuring a panel of police leaders and accompanied by teaching notes.
• Five city-based cases on Building Trust and Collaboration from the Yale Law School’s Innovation in Policing Clinic
• In Their Own Words: Police Leaders on Leadership - short pieces with group discussion questions
• Problem Solving and the Law - 3 papers on police and prosecutors
4. The Learner’s Marketplace (TLM). This interactive platform represents a 21st century learning environment based on the organization and leader of the future. With the invitation to Start Anywhere
and Go Everywhere, learners explore a world in which:
• All learning is individual
• All experience is relevant
• Paths are unpredictable
5. Who We Are (menu bar). You can read an article on the Executive Session’s origins, innovative approach, infrastructure and evolution. Use CONTACT Us to tell us how you are using the site.
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